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Abstract

Nanotechnology encompasses many different 
areas, from tiny mechanical motors that turn 
switches and extremely small robots that can be 
injected into the bloodstream to excise 
cholesterol deposits to electronic devices that 
channel atoms into matrixes or the creation of 
specialized forms of atom matrices

.
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Nanotech Basics

• A nanometer is one billionth (0.000000001) of a 
meter

• A human hair is about 80,000 nanometers across
• Nanotechnology incorporates mechanical, 
chemical, or biological entities which operate in 
the size of under 100 nanometers (100 billionths 
of a meter)

• Differentiated from microtechnology in which the 
size range is about one millionth of a meter
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Results: What I found about
nanotechnology as a concept

• Searching many sources finds that most things “nano” 
sized are called nano-something

• Nearly everything called nano- is nanotech, except when 
it’s a unit of measurement (like a wavelength)

• But, must differentiate between nano- and micro-
• Consider the next level – pico (1,000 times smaller than 

nano – or, a trillionth!)
• 1 nanometer is 10 angstroms
• 1 angstrom (0.1 nanometer) is about the size of a Helium 

atom (nucleus and average electron cloud)
• It will be difficult (impossible?) to make something much 

smaller than a nanometer that isn’t an atom
• For now, nanotech is about as small as you can go
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Problems of searching leading edge 
technology (like nanotechnology)

• Hard to characterize and name
• If you do name something, what do you miss?
• Have to rely on other means to identify the concept
• In patents, drafters of patent applications can be their own 

lexicographers and thus can make up their own 
terminology

• Drafters of patents are supposed to use terminology as it 
is normally used, but if there are no terms for a concept, 
they can make one up

• Consider different levels or even negatives
– What is smaller?
– What is larger?

• Watch trend changes (E- vs. I-)
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“Nanotechnology” as a concept      
first showed up…

[Richard] Feynman’s 1959 lecture entitled, “There’s 
Plenty of Room at the Bottom,” outlined the 
possibility of building atomic scale mechanisms; 
he suggested a succession of machines each 
building in turn smaller machines down to 
nanoscale.” 

Drexler, Eric K. , “Molecular Engineering: An approach to the Development of General Capabilities for Molecular Manipulation,” in Processings
of the National Academy of Science, September 1981, pp. 5275-5278.
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“Nanotechnology” as a term     
in the literature first showed up….

DIALOG(R)File 399: CA SEARCH(R)
(c) 2008 American Chemical Society. All rights reserved.

89199473 CA: 89(24)199473x JOURNAL 
Nanotechnology. Materials processing with an atomic or 
molecular size working unit 
Author: Taniguchi, Norio 
Location: Tokyo Sci. Univ., Noda, Japan 
Journal: Kinzoku Hyomen Gijutsu
Date: 1978 

Volume: 29 Number: 5 Pages: 220-31 
CODEN: KZHGAY 
ISSN: 0026-0614 
Language: Japanese 
Section: 

CA047000 Apparatus and Plant Equipment 
Identifiers: review material processing 
Descriptors: Materials ... processing of
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US Patents – Early Nano
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CLAIMS /US Patents – Early Nano
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Derwent WPI – Early Nano
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Cited patents

• If a patent describes an invention, perhaps the patents that it cites are 
related

• If the cited patents are related, maybe there is an older term that 
could be used to identify this concept
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CLAIMS /US Patents – Early Nano
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Patent cited by US 4107288
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Possible search terms     
for nanotechnology

• Nanotech (aka nanotechnology) – nanotechnolog? picks 
up the French and German words for this concept

• Nanostructures (general term)
• Nanotubes (Nanotubules)
• Nanoradios
• Nanocantilevers
• Nanothreads (if anchored on one side, could be 

nanocantilevers)
• Nanoribbons (a collection of nanothreads)
• Some will also be hyphenated
• But…
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Other search terms

• Fullerenes
• Buckminsterfullerenes
• Buckyballs
• C60 (C70)
• Graphene
• MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) may be called 

nano- though it’s not
• NEMS (nanoelectromechanical systems)
• VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) may be nano-like!
• SAMs (Self Assembled Monolayers) a method of making 

very thin layers (compared with molecular beam epitaxy
or chemical vapor deposition)
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A C60 Buckyball
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Fullerenes

• Fullerenes are another form of carbon and can be of 
several shapes – the spherical ones are called 
buckminsterfullerenes (buckyballs for short), but can also 
form tubes (buckytubes) and sheets (graphene)

• Characterized by an even number of 20 or more carbon 
atoms and little or no hydrogen
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Problems

• Nano – anything
– Nanobacteria
– Nanobarcode®
– Nanobomb
– Nanodumbbells
– Nanoscafolding

• Acronyms – Need Another Night Out
• Trademarks 

– Nano IPod
– Nanobarcode – a submicron striped metallic rod

• Some uses include units of measurement
– Nanohenrys
– Nanoamps
– Nanojoules
– Nanotorr

• Sometimes (very occasionally) spelled as “nanno”
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Nano Patents by Category

Nano Patents by Category

51.8

33.8

14.4

chemical

electrical

mechanical
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Related Terms

• Consider checking other databases for related terms to 
use when searching patents

• For engineering searching on nanotechnology, 
Compendex, CASearch or Inspec are great sources

• For medical nanotechnology, MEDLINE and BIOSIS  are 
great sources

• Web
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Related terms for nanotechnology 
used in integrated circuits
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Nanotechnology in integrated circuits
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Nanotechnology in integrated circuits
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Searching patents 
by classification codes

• US National Classification Code
• International Patent Classification Code (IPC)
• European Classification System (ECLA)
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US National Codes
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US National Codes
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Sample patent document 
with one class code
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US National Codes
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Selected US codes 

• US Class 977 
• 56 pages of further delineation

– 73     Measuring and Testing
– 75     Specialized Metallurgical Processes
– 117   Single Crystal, Oriented Crystal, and Epitaxy Growth

Processes
– 118   Coating Apparatus
– 128   Surgery
– 148   Metal Treatment
– 201   Distillation
– 250   Radiant Energy
– 25     Active Solid-State Devices
– 943   Information Storage or retrieval using nanostructures

• Plus, a glossary
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US Glossary
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US Codes

• US Codes should be used as synonyms, even if you only 
use class 977 to pick up the cross-references

• Next is a comparison of terminology and class codes
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US Codes – a comparison
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US Codes – a comparison
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US Classification Codes

• US codes are well thought out
• Because they are typically used as secondary codes, 

there are not that many postings for each
• It is essential to use them, even if you only use the first 

three digits (CL=977)
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International Patent Classification Codes

• Recently updated (2006) to reflect new technologies
• 70,000 groups of data are indexed
• Features a catchword index to allow you to find terms
• Nanotech is covered extremely generally
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The Entire IPC for “Nanotechnology”
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IPC Coverage of Nanotechnology

• Nano only covers:
– Nano-Structures (H01F-41/30)
– Nano-Technology (B82B)

• There are no codes for Buckyballs, Fullerenes, NEMS, 
Quantum Wells, or anything starting with “nano-” except 
the two terms above

• Searches on NANO? indicates (like the US) that many 
codes are used, mostly for application of the technology
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IPC Coverage of Nanotechnology
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Sample record found with IPC
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Sample record found with IPC
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Sample record found with IPC
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Sample record found with IPC
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European Classification Codes (ECLA)

• Produced by the European Patent Office
• 140,000 groups
• Though larger than IPC, no single term for nanotech
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ECLA  Codes
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ECLA Codes

• No specific codes for Nanotech, but potential applications 
are suggested
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Sample record found with ECLA

? t s3/ti/1-10

Dialog eLink: Order File History 
3/TI/1 
DIALOG(R)File 351: Derwent WPI
(c) 2008 The Thomson Corporation. All rights 
reserved.

Nanoparticle pharmaceutical formulation for 
manufacture of medicament for treatment of 
neurodegenerative disease or cancer, 
comprises soluble drug substance 
Original Titles:
STABILE NANOPARTIKELFORMULIERUNGEN
STABLE NANOPARTICLE FORMULATIONS 
FORMULATIONS NANOPARTICULAIRES STABLES 
Stable Nanoparticle Formulations 
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Sample record found with ECLA

Dialog eLink: Order File History 
3/TI/2 
DIALOG(R)File 351: Derwent WPI
(c) 2008 The Thomson Corporation. All rights 
reserved.

Treating occluded blood vessel and affected tissue 
and/or organs using bioabsorbable carriers 
comprises percutaneously introducing a delivery 
device into a blood vessel, and delivering a 
substance by a sustained-release carrier 
Original Titles:
Methods, compositions and devices for treating 
lesioned sites using bioabsorbable carriers 
METHODS, COMPOSITIONS AND DEVICES FOR TREATING 
LESIONED SITES USING BIOABSORBABLE CARRIERS 
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Sample record found with ECLA

Dialog eLink: Order File History 
3/TI/1 
DIALOG(R)File 351: Derwent WPI
(c) 2008 The Thomson Corporation. All rights 
reserved.

Producing a capsule having an encapsulated agent 
for treating e.g., cancer or infections by 
subjecting the core and shell fluids to an electric 
potential and forming a capsule having core and 
shell regions at the apex of the hollow tube 

Original Titles:
SYSTEMS FOR PRODUCING MULTILAYERED PARTICLES, 
FIBERS AND SPRAYS AND METHODS FOR ADMINISTERING THE 
SAME 
SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PRODUCING MULTILAYERED 
PARTICLES, 
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ECLA Codes

• Very good for “drilling down” into a category, but because of 
coverage, English terms need to be used
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Summary

• Use the word “nano” in every nanotechnology search as it 
is endemic to the concept; consider “nanno”

• Supplement this term with appropriate classification 
codes, favoring the US codes in US searches

• Check the US codes (www.uspto.gov) for supplemental 
search terms

• Use a database with related terms to focus on concepts
• Consider the IPC, ECLA or other codes as supplements
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Overall summary for a new concept

Check for a concept term
Think in other levels, both broader and narrower
Watch for trends 

Suspect it may have been generalized earlier
Watch for evolution of a new term

Problems
Acronyms
Misleads

Use related terms from related databases
Check out applicable codes
Don’t forget cited references
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• Cornell graduate student Dustin Carr built a realistic guitar 
with strings only fifty nanometers in diameter.  Though 
fully functional, the strings vibrate at 10 million vibrations 
per second, far beyond the 20,000 cycles per second limit 
of human hearing.
– Ray Kurzweil, “The Age of Spiritual Machines,” 
Penguin Books, 1999, p. 139.

• There are at least ten patents involving nanotech musical 
instruments
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What’s smaller?
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Thanks for your time

Ron Kaminecki
1-773-276-3725

ron.kaminecki@dialog.com


